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“With the United Nations
predicting 9Bn inhabitants
(worldwide) by 2050, and
a need for global production to increase by 70%,
the world needs solutions
like iUNU today.”
Nicolai Wadstrom, BootstrapLabs
Founder and CEO

VISIT - iUNU.COM
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IUNU, THE AWARD-WINNING AGRICULTURAL AI AND
COMPUTER VISION PLATFORM, CLOSES AN ADDITIONAL
$7.5MM, TRANSFORMING THE GREENHOUSE INDUSTRY
LUNA is an Artificial Intelligence that will drive “game-changing” efficiencies and sustainability improvements across the entire agricultural industry
SEATTLE, Feb. 15, 2019 - The computer vision and SaaS-based
company iUNU [www.iunu.com] has raised an additional $7.5
million from BootstrapLabs and NCT Ventures, among others, to
bring a severely practical and a critical commercial application of
AI and machine learning to fundamentally change the agricultural industry. iUNU has grown significantly with over 800 percent
increase in square footage since the first quarter of 2018, with
operations now in Canada and the US, bringing the 4th industrial
revolution to an industry that benefits most: specialty crops and
floriculture. “With the greenhouse industry growing at a rate of
20 percent year over year, owners are scrambling to find solutions to manage and maintain their growing operations effectively,” said iUNU CEO, Adam Greenberg. “iUNU’s solution turns
growing operations into data-driven manufacturing facilities.”
Greenhouses are heavily constrained by a lack of predictability. Typically, greenhouse facilities suffer from manual data collection leading to inconsistencies and poor visibility, resulting
in 10 to 25 percent crop loss. These result from a multitude of
issues including inaccurate data, human error, and inefficient facility management. With new technological advancements, pioneered by iUNU’s team of engineers, the industry now has a
quantifiable and data-driven process that takes the guesswork
out of growing.
Both business and government leaders are equally interested in
bringing immediate change to the industry. CEO and Founder of
BootstrapLabs, Nicolai Wadstrom says that, “Agriculture is about
to experience another industrial revolution, where Artificial Intelligence will drive game-changing efficiencies and sustainability
improvements across the entire industry supply chain. With the
United Nations predicting 9Bn inhabitants (worldwide) by 2050,
and a need for global production to increase by 70%, the world
needs solutions like iUNU today.”
iUNU is transforming the way growers do business by harnessing
the power of computer vision through its comprehensive greenhouse management platform, LUNA. By removing the friction
between production and sales. LUNA delivers a system of mobile and fixed cameras, with high definition imaging and environmental sensors, that measure and record everything from automated inventory tracking and readiness alerts to growth rates
and readiness forecasting.

The collected data is analyzed and presented in a simple, easy to
use decision support tool that gives growers actionable insights
and granular production management capabilities.
Since its launch, LUNA has been successful at delivering actionable data to leaders in the horticulture and produce industries like
Proving Grounds. “I know that having a tool like Luna gives us the
feasibility to have more accountability with the staff, the plants,
and the environment,” said John Allen, Director of Strategic Operations of Proving Grounds.
The executive team brings decades of significant experience
from Amazon, Boeing, Intel, HP, E*Trade. The team combines entrepreneurship, innovation, large-scale software, manufacturing,
financing, and commercial greenhouse expertise. The Board of
Directors includes senior industry leaders in agriculture, technology, and large-scale enterprises.
“We are so excited to be an investor and part of iUNU’s journey.
We have seen them grow from an idea into a full-service computer vision platform that is changing the whole industry,” said
Nicolai Wadstrom, BootstrapLabs Founder and CEO.
*******************

PRESS CONTACT
(415) 285 - 8023
Press@iunu.com
www.iUNU.com
Press Release – Media Kit
Founded in 2013, iUNU (“you knew”) is an industrial computer vision company headquartered in Seattle, with offices in San Francisco and San Diego. Connecting plants, facilities, and people
through a single interface, LUNA turns commercial greenhouses into precise, predictable, demand-based manufacturers. An
AI born in the heart of Seattle; trained in Silicon Valley and the
greenhouses of Skagit Valley; and now accessible from everywhere.
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“This is an absolute
game changer. This
is going to disrupt
the industry.“
- Bill Ainley | Owner at HortMatrix
LLC

THE INDUSTRY

Exploring the problems that face the agricultural industryand identifying common sense solutions to fix them
There is an immediate need to provide growers with a set of tools and
data which up to this point not been
available to them. Even today, growers record plant growth and inventory data with pen and paper, in greenhouse operations that are millions of
square feet. A lack of accurate tools
and data has resulted in reduced
yields and poor harvest forecasts. The
agriculture industry is heavily constrained by its lack of predictability
and visability in its operations.
Typically, greenhouse facilities suffer
from manual data collection leading
to inconsistencies and poor visibility, resulting in 10 to 25 percent crop
loss.

Greenhouse growers must deal with
pests, diseases and other environmental threats to plants. The struggle
is quantifiable: up to 20 percent of
crops go to waste before they have
even left the farm — and that number
can be even higher for delicate ornamentals. At the same time, growers
are under relentless pressure from
retailers to deliver consistently on
quantity and quality at a lower price.
While technologies, such as sensors
and cloud computing, offer incremental relief to growers, there is an urgent
need for a comprehensive solution to
these significant problems.

> 2 Billion SqFt
Greenhouses in
North America

20% year over
year growth
in the industry

“Game-Changing”
technology
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A WORLDWIDE PROBLEM
There are currently more than 2 billion
square feet of greenhouses in North
America, that make up less than 3% of
the world market. The North American
greenhouse market is sustaining 20%
year over year growth, and the continued geometric growth of greenhouses is fundamentally tied to population
growth, consumer habits, and the scarcity of water and land.
Lack of accurate crop data and yield
forecasting has led to major organizational issues, reduced yields, and substantial financial losses, driving what
could be double-digit margins into the
single digits. Financial and crop losses
are considered a regular part of the industry, but recent advances in technology have offered a way out. Early adopters and industry leaders are eager to
change the way they do business and
take their operations to a new level of
efficiency and profitability. In addition
to greenhouses, outdoor growers face
the same systemic problems.
Industry leaders are scrambling for
ways to consolidate and solve issues related to inventory control, crop growth
monitoring, labor, and predictive maintenance. The industry is rapidly moving
towards a future using automation and
advanced technology, artificial intelligence, computer vision, and automation to solve these complex problems.

POOR INFORMATION = POOR YIELDS
Data is collected through
manual inspections

Manual data collection and
inventory tracking, as well as
inaccurate forecasting leads
to friction between
production and sales

This results in 15 - 30%
of crops going missing,
spoiling and financial loss
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“LUNA turns greenhouses into data
driven manufacturing plants. It is both
a seriously practical
and crucial commercial application
of AI to a fundamental industry,”
- Initialized Capital

THE PRODUCT

LUNA is transforming the way growers do business by
harnessing the power of computer vision
LUNA combines computer vision
and machine learning technologies to continuously build detailed
models of individual crops, unique
among millions, throughout the day.
Using high resolution and 3D imagery, as well as real-time bioinformatics,
LUNA monitors even the most minute changes in the health of individual plants, giving growers the precise
knowledge they need for proactive
management.
The collected data is analyzed and
presented in a software system that
gives growers critical insights and
new management capabilies.

Deployed at scale and tailored to
solve real economic and fundamental needs of the grower. LUNA has
and is changing the way growers
grow. It has significantly improved
the efficiency of industry operations
with simple, easy to use, decision
support tools.
iUNU is showing significant growth
with over 800 percent increase since
the first quarter of 2018, with operations in Canada and the US in 9
different states, bringing the 4th industrial revolution to an industry that
benefits most: specialty crops and
floriculture.
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THE GAME CHANGER
iUNU’s solution turns growing operations into data-driven manufacturing
facilities. It is both a highly practical
and critical commercial application of
AI and machine learning and is fundamentally changing the agricultural industry.
iUNU is transforming the way growers
do business by harnessing the power
of computer vision through its product
offering, LUNA. The LUNA technology
platform delivers a system of mobile
and fixed cameras, with high definition and 3D imaging, and environmental sensors, that measure and record
everything, down to the real-time
growth rate of each plant.

FEATURE BENEFITS
Virtual Crop Walks
Crop Tracking & Forecasting
Work Flow Automation

FEATURES VIDEO
WHY LUNA - iUNU.COM
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“Closing the control
loop has the potential to change the
equation of the economics of commercial-scale, indoor
horticulture.”
- Liquid 2 Ventures

THE COMPANY

We have hit the ground running with an aggressive multi
national strategy that is transforming the industry
From our position as first movers, with
market validation for our solution, demand is now rapidly exceeding current production and delivery capacity. Capitalizing on this position by
leveraging our strategic advantages
with rapid market expansion leads to
winning the land grab before others
get started, and firmly entrenching a
market dominant position.
After a year since launch in Q4 2017
with paying customers, LUNA, was recieved with widespread unpaid media coverage. In response, over 5%
of the North American greenhouse
market reached out to request a proposal.

35 employees

COMPANY TRACTION
iUNU is showing significant traction
with 800 percent growth since the first

quarter of 2018, with deployment in the
US and Canada with commercial opera-

Canada &
9 US States

tions in 9 states

Significant industry awards including
best New Indoor Growing Technology
from the United Fresh Produce Association.

Numerous channel partner relationships with industry leaders.

Effective engineering & robotics division leading to reductions of material

Numerous
Patents

and installation costs by 70%.

Exceptional offensive and defensive
patent portfolio.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
The executive team brings decades of significant experience from Amazon, Boeing, Intel, HP, E*Trade. The team
combines entrepreneurship, innovation, large-scale software, manufacturing, financing, and commercial greenhouse expertise.
The Board of Directors includes senior industry leaders
in agriculture, technology, and large-scale enterprises.
The company has and is also in negotiation with strategic
capital partners with extensive technical expertise and
critical industry relationships.

BACKGROUND
Founded in 2013, iUNU (“you knew”) is an industrial computer vision company headquartered in Seattle, with offices in San Francisco and San Diego. Connecting plants,
facilities, and people through a single interface, LUNA
turns commercial greenhouses into precise, predictable,
demand-based manufacturers. An AI born in the heart of
Seattle; trained in Silicon Valley and the greenhouses of

ADAM GREENBERG
CEO

Amazon, W Fund, Jones Startup
Accelerator

MATT KING
TECHNOLOGY

Protos Systems (CEO, Founder), Boeing,
IBM, Sequent (ac. IBM), Intel, Pacific
Bell, HP

ARNAUD GAUTIER
PRODUCT

C-Level Marketing & Product MegaPath,
Speakeasy, Boeing

Skagit Valley; and now accessible from everywhere.

SHANE LEWIS
CUSTOMER SUCCESS

20 years running 18th largest
Greenhouse facility in U.S.

DIEGO GARRIDO PHD
COMPUTER VISION ARCHITECT

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
(Research Fellow) 20 years in
image/video processing

ROBERT KENDRICK
SALES & MARKETING

Stewards Group (Managing Partner),
Sirona Fuels (President), Early E-Trade

MORE ABOUT US
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GREENHOUSE CANADA
Defining a technological future - When it comes to the future of horticulture, the media is alive with buzz words like
automation and artificial intelligence – but where do they
fit in?
Greenhouse Canada – Defining the future

GEEK WIRE
AI greenhouse start-up lands $6M from Reddit’s Alexis
Ohanian, NFL legend Joe Montana and others
Geek Wire - 2017
AGFUNDER
Reddit Co-founder & Joe Montana Invest in $6m Seed
Round for Stealthy iUNU

TECH CRUNCH

AgFunder - 2017

iUNU aims to build cameras on rails for growers to keep
track of their crop health

AWARDS

Tech Crunch - 2018
GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT
iUNU CEO Adam Greenberg explains what his company
does and how it could change the greenhouse industry for
the better.

2018 INNOVATION
AWARD
Business Journal
Puget Sound

“BEST TECH 2018”
United Produce
Association

Greenhouse Management - 2017
CNBC
Joe Montana’s fund backs a start-up helping greenhouses
grow more with fewer workers
CNBC - 2017

- Finalist -

TECHNOLOGY
OF THE YEAR
Greenhouse
Grower

GREENHOUSE GROWER
iUNU Launches Artificial Intelligence Platform for Greenhouses With Buy-in from Investors
Greenhouse Grower - 2017
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QUOTES & TESTIMONIALS

INDUSTRY LEADERS

CAPITAL PARTNERS

SUNRISE GREENHOUSES

BOOTSTRAPLABS

“They’ve been great to work with, a great culture within
the company… a lot of other companies could learn a lot
from them.” - Rodney Bierhuizen, GM / Owner - Sunrise
Greenhouses

“We are so excited to be an investor and part of iUNU’s journey. We have seen them grow from an idea into a full-service computer vision platform that is changing the whole
industry. Agriculture is about to experience another industrial revolution, where Artificial Intelligence will drive game
changing efficiencies and sustainability improvements
across the industry entire supply chain. With the United Nations predicting 9Bn inhabitants (worldwide) by 2050, and
a need for global production to increase by 70%, the world
needs solutions like iUNU today” - Nicolai Wadstrom, BootstrapLabs Founder and CEO”

HORTMATRIX LLC
Guys, this is an absolute game changer. This is going to
disrupt the industry. - Bill Ainley | Owner at HortMatrix LLC
NEXTG3N PROVING GROUNDS
I know that having a tool like Luna gives us the feasibility
to have more accountability with the staff, the plants, and
the environment.” - John Allen, Director of Strategic Operations
“With the implementation of the heat maps and the reports that you guys have given us, we’ve been able to
identify trends in our growth and change some of our
processes to be as efficient as we can. ” - Ian Novel, head
grower

Liquid 2 VENTURES
LUNA is exactly the type of company we love to back: a
deeply technical team applying machine learning to solve
a very real problem. It’s well known that current agriculture
methods don’t scale to meet future population growth.
Using computer vision and ML, Adam et al. have already
shown that they can economically increase crop yield per
unit area, giving their customers a significant advantage in
a critical market. LUNA moves beyond the AI hype – it uses
computers to solve a very real world problem. - Liquid 2
Ventures | Joe Montana, Mike Miller & Michael Ma
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QUOTES & TESTIMONIALS

iUNU is the clear leader in making precision agriculture
a reality for indoor growing. By focusing on plant health
and growth rate, real time information can be used and
monetized by the horticulturalist – not long after the
harvest. Increased yield and efficient communications
equals profit! - Neal Pomroy
INITIALIZED CAPITAL
This solution turns greenhouses into data driven manufacturing plants. It is both a seriously practical and crucial
commercial application of AI to a fundamental industry.
- Initialized Capital | Alexis Ohanian
FUEL CAPITAL
We’re excited to take this journey with IUNU to create
the most powerful tool to help the greenhouse industry
in decades. - Fuel Capital | Brad Silverberg & Chris Howard

“We have built a customer focused, plant-first solution with
LUNA that does more than just improve a grower’s reaction
time to problems. With the right technology, thoughtfully
applied, we can give growers better computer driven visibility, greenhouse operations can be as precise, proactive, and
predictable as modern manufacturing. We are empowering
growers to see and control more.” - Adam Greenberg, 2018
“Plants naturally want to thrive, and growers need them to
do just that. The problem is that everything else in the world
wants them to fail. Bugs, diseases, environmental factors and
commercial realities ruthlessly work against growers best efforts to succeed. At iUNU, we believe that growers know how
to overcome these challenges better than anyone and deserve more than incremental improvements on reaction time
to rapidly developing threats. iUNU’s system gives growers
the information they need to get ahead of the curve. - Adam
Greenberg, 2018

iUNU TEAM QUOTES
iUNU CEO - ADAM GREENBERG
“We have built a customer focused, plant-first solution
with LUNA that does more than just improve a grower’s
reaction time to problems,” said Adam Greenberg, CEO
of iUNU. “We reject the premise that ‘reactive mode’ is
the natural state for growers. With the right technology,
thoughtfully applied, we can give them better computer
driven visibility, greenhouse operations can be as precise, proactive, and predictable as modern manufacturing. We are empowering growers to see and control
more.” - Adam Greenberg, 2018
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FAQ

What is Luna and how does it work?

How does Luna solve my labor shortage issues?

LUNA is an artificial intelligence platform that leverages
machine vision to monitor crop growth for indoor environments. Using a rail-mounted autonomous camera system
that captures high definition images (multiple pixels per
mm), LUNA processes visual information and combines
it with data points gathered from canopy level sensors to
model ideal growth curves and proactively notify growers
if subsequent crops deviate from established standards.
By coupling these threshold alerts with workflow management dashboards, growers can easily assign tasks to
people/teams and track all the care required for a particular crop outcome. Find all of your issues before they reap
economic damage. LUNA is a simple, easy to use, decision
support platform that is accessed with any Internet-connected device through a mobile application or a desktop
browser.

Luna lets your growers do more and focus their attention
where it is most needed. The first benefit of using Luna is
knowing where you don’t have to waste your time today.

How does Computer Vision work and why do I need it in
my Greenhouse?
To better understand Computer Vision (CV), we have developed a simple infographic that you can access here. In
a nutshell, computers can see and process information the
same way as humans but a computer never forgets what
they have learned. This benefits greenhouse operations
because the computer can remember exactly what a crop
should look like in each stage of the growth cycle by comparing it to an ideal growth curve, and subsequently generate notifications whenever your crops deviate from the
expected grow plan. In addition, due to commercial operations having many plants, Luna can detect minute day
over day growth changes that are difficult if not impossible
for the human eye to capture. Once notified, growers are
equipped with all the necessary tools to apply their knowledge to correct the now known issue.

What feedback are customers currently providing?
Our customers are already starting to see the value in
our system, and in one case LUNA was able to save their
greenhouse twice in two weeks when other hardware systems failed. LUNA is also helping solve their repeatable labor management challenges, forecasting accuracy, as well
as pinpoint plant health issues.
How does LUNA solve my labor shortage issues?
LUNA doesn’t directly solve any labor shortages; however, LUNA’s workflow management application combined
with real-time alerts allows growers to better understand
their labor requirements and use existing resources more
efficiently. Growers are also able to perform most management functions remotely, enabling better time utilization
and the flexibility to be in multiple rooms or facilities at
once.
How long does it take to get image analytics?
Once Luna is installed, it ties into your processes and SKUs.
This process can take as little as 30 days given only a few
types of crops, and a few months for the greatest complexity.
How long does it take LUNA to deliver forecasting?
Once Luna is installed and fit to your processes and SKUs,
the forecasting instrumentation begins. Forecasting for
perennials and annuals can take 2-6 crop cycles, depending on how fast you turn them. Readiness date and yield
forecasting takes time, but once it’s delivered you’ll never
want to operate without it again.
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PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY
iUNU & LUNA - LOGOS
HORIZONTAL LOGO A
Black Version

iUNU
Brand Guidelines

LOGO A
Black Version

LOGO B
White Version

HORIZONTAL LOGO B
White Version

LUNA HORIZONTAL LOGO A
Black Version

LUNA HORIZONTAL LOGO B
Black Version
LUNA
Brand Guidelines

LOGO C
Grey Version

iUNU - MEDIA FOR PUBLIC RELEASE

Bob on Track with iPad Yield Analysis

Greenhouse

Luna Horticulture - Promotional Video

Luna Cell Phone Readiness Forecasting

Luna Cell Phone Yield Analysis

Luna Logo over Greenhouse with Bob
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PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY

iUNU - MEDIA FOR PUBLIC RELEASE PART 2

Row of Bobs on Track in Greenhouse

Bob over Greenhouse

Bob on Track in Greenhouse

Bob on Track with Greenhouse 2

Bob on Track with Greenhouse 3

Bobs in row in Greenhouse

Bob on Track with Greenhouse 4

Bob View - Plants overview

Bob on Track with Greenhouse 5

Bob View - Plants overview 2

Bob View - Plants overview 3
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HEADQUARTERED IN SEATTLE
(415) 285 - 8023

PRESS@IUNU.COM
VISIT iUNU.COM

This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a securities
offering. Such an offering may be made only to suitable investors who have had an opportunity to
review formal offering materials prepared specifically for that purpose.
This document will not be updated and therefore may not accurately portray the company or the
results of its business if viewed subsequent to the date of distribution. An investment decision
should not be based on information contained in this document and, instead, should be made only
after completing customary and thorough diligence that includes a review of all relevant offering
materials as well as consultation with industry experts and legal and financial advisors.
This document may contain “forward-looking” information or statements as that term is understood
under applicable securities laws. Such forward-looking information may include financial projections, descriptions about expected future performance and anticipated results of operations, forecasts of liquidity and capital resources, and other non-historical statements. Words like “believe,”
“anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” and similar expressions typically identify forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on the beliefs and assumptions of
management relative to information currently available, and are subject to various risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be proven accurate and
actual results and future events could differ materially. Undue reliance should not be placed on
forward-looking information or statements.

